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Teaching Notes !!
Title Slide #1!!
SLIDE #2 (Opening Slide)!!
Welcome!
* Personal introduction!
* What we hope to accomplish together today:!

* Four Goals:!
* That you would be aware of the future in daily leadership practice!
* Your realization that you are involved in the outcomes!
* Walk away with 3-5 key thought/action applications for your ministry!!

Introduction to the Future!
* Though the future isn’t fully knowable, it is “shapable”!
* It isn’t to be feared as a mystery, but we should be motivated to interact with it!
* We don’t need “crystal ball” predictions, but we can have common sense confidence!
* You don’t need to be Nostradamus, just someone who is paying attention!!
* As believers, we are confident that the future ends well - we just need to connect some 

of the dots between our present age and the age(s) to come.!
* We also need to remember that Jesus’ ministry was just as much about the future as 

the past and His present.!!!
SLIDE #3!!
Explanation of Metaphor - The Polar Vortex!!
Future trends, in some ways are comparable to our experience of the recent “polar 
vortex” - !
* It started somewhere else!
* It descended on us from “up north”!
* It gave us enough time to let us know it was coming, but not enough time to adequately 
prepare for its consequences (buy a new coat, replace furnace, etc.)!
* It took a real toll - damage, traffic, changed plans, and even a few lives!
* Eventually it was replaced by another weather pattern!!!



SLIDE #4 - Levels of Uncertainty!!
* In their book about foresight, Hugh Courtney and the other authors classified 

uncertainty into four different levels. !
* Clear-Enough Futures!

* This type of a future is about goal attainment, with the main “preventing” 
factor being time (1 million cars produced, billions of burgers sold)!

* Alternate Futures!
* Describes a future with limited strategy shifts, more of a “Y” in the road of 

outcomes, where the future is described as “A” or “B”!
* Range of Futures!

* As more ambiguity is present, the future can only be described as a range 
of possibilities, each with a sense of balance (though not equality)!

* True Ambiguity!
* The fourth level is true ambiguity - the future is so unclear that it cannot be 

described by current information!!
* The problem is:!

* We PLAN like level one is true!
* We TALK like level two is true!
* We IGNORE that level three is true!
* We FEEL like level four is true!!

* Courtney asserts that most organizational issues fall into the second or third level, with 
most of the rest being in level one.!!

Courtney H., Kirkland J., Viguerie P., Strategy under uncertainty, McKinsey Quarterly, December 2001, 
p5-14 (2001) !
* This is why we will focus our time today on LEVEL THREE - RANGE OF FUTURES



SLIDE #5 - Micro Trends - Examples!!
Trends Talking Points:!!
Because most leaders tend to think of their futures in terms of being bounded by or an 
extension of their current strategies, we need to discuss the difference between micro 
trends and macro trends.!!
Here are some examples of micro trends for the church (I’m not advocating these):!!
First, many churches are trying to answer a greater need for community by moving 
deeper into a small group setting. What was once seen as a mid-week connection point, 
small group Bible studies are being re-tooled to be a greater manifestation of the church 
itself, swapping with the Sunday service as a place of connection. Others are going even 
further to break from a traditional “brick and mortar” church altogether, returning to a first 
century model of church in smaller gatherings.!!
Second, to make expansion easier, financially and structurally, many churches are 
forming video venues as a multi-site alternative to hiring whole new staff teams. !!
This couples with the third trend of leveraging technology, but extends to delivery and 
response technologies. This extends the use of technology beyond just “pushing” 
information, but facilitating relationships that span from investigation, through evangelism, 
and well into all forms of spiritual formation.!!
And lastly, following many business organization models, larger churches are flattening 
their organization to empower younger pastors and administrators to oversee the 
ministry.!!!
SLIDE #6 - Macro Trends Metro Map (5 minutes)!!
* Have ready as a handout...(Issue is complexity of the future)!
* Explain!

* This is a handy tool to spur thinking about the future, divided into intersecting 
sectors (represented by a metro map).!

* There are also concentric circles of time, moving from the center (present) to the 
outer rings (further into the future).!

* What this handout shows is there is quite a bit of research that has been done on 
foresight - you don’t have to wade into the future alone!!



!
SLIDE #7 - Extinction Timeline!!
The Extinction Timeline helps integrate things we know, with things we could expect if we 
are really keeping up. Here are some pertinent examples that we understand:!!
* Getting Lost - the GPS started the trend, iPhone has solidified the reality!
* Free roads - has anyone been to Austin lately? Can’t hardly get in for free!
* Keys - iPhone apps, biometric security, etc.!!!
Harder to believe:!!
* Cosmetic surgery - all will be done at the DNA level - no need?!
* Pain - medication and therapy!!
These are things that will either go away, or no longer be significant!!
*Interestingly, our hope for technology is sometimes to “pre-create” the eternal 
state: a place where the body doesn’t decay and there is no more pain…!!!
SLIDE #8 - The Church - Understanding the Terms!!
* Before we move further into what trends are most likely to affect us, I’d like to try and 
clear up some terms - mostly because it will impact our applications!!
The Meaning of  εκκλησία!!
! * Used in secular terms to mean “gathering”!
! * Adopted to describe the gathering habits of the early church!
! * Was NOT used to describe the physical location !!
“I’m going to church(εκκλησία)” meant “I’m going to be involved in my Christ-following 
community (today is at Petros’ house)…”!!!
SLIDE #9 - The Church!!!
* But somewhere along the way, church became a place where we “go” instead of 
something that we “do” !!
* For our modern times, this changes the way we think about our involvement!!!



SLIDE #10 - The Ministry - Understanding the Terms!!
* The same is true about the word ministry!!
The Meaning of έργω(ν)!!
* Used to describe a work in progress (like road work)!
* Still used in modern times (Greece) to describe “ministry”!
* It is a something done by the community of believers, not a job status for pastors and 

missionaries!!!
SLIDE #11 - Macro Trends - Phyllis Tickle!!
Phyllis Tickle is an author church history buff that noticed an broad based trend, writing a 

book called The Great Emergence!!
**Disclaimer - before you tune me out, I am and I am not talking about he emergent 

church. However, the trend she identified and puts forth does help to explain why the 
emergent church movement has seen early traction, but also explains why it has also 
not gained widespread acceptance.!!

She posits:!!
* Explanation of Tickle’s theory of Great Emergence!

* Today’s confusion in the church might be a result of approaching another major 
(500 year) emergence. What we see now may not be the final picture of the next 
few hundred years, but it could be setting the stage to explain which possible 
future the church will go.!

* Her book, The Great Emergence, helps to follow different emerging periods 
throughout church history in order to fill in the backdrop of today’s changes.!

* She writes that every 500 years, the church (whole) has a “rummage sale” to get 
rid of all that isn’t needed - that which is no longer relevant, that which holds the 
church back from success!

* 500 year cycle of emergence:!
* Jesus - 4 BC to 30 AD!
* Gregory the Great - 540 AD - The Monastic Movement (saved Bible)!
* Roman Pope/Orthodox Patriarch - 1054 AD - The Great Schism!
* Martin Luther - 1517 AD - The Reformation!
* 2000+ ?!!

* Example:!
! * Rob Bell wrote a book called Love Wins that majorly eroded the Scriptural teaching 

of an eternal hell!
! * He was RIGHT in understand the cultural “rub” with society!
! * He was wrong in determining what needed to be set at the curb to solve it!



Here are some of the more modern trends that have happened in the church!!!
SLIDE #12 - Flight!!
This four quadrant diagram helps to categorize a phase of church history that I have 
called “flight.” Denominationalism is in full force, with primary groups moving further away 
from one another.!!
* The difference in theology and differences in practice pushed the denominations into a 

form of religious isolationism!
* Either/or mentality!
* Deep loyalties (family, generations, geography, ethnicity)!!

* Four categories developed, each maintaining a separate stance on the basis of 
authority (just one example of each in parenthesis)!

* Liturgicals - tradition, connection with historical denomination, rites (Catholics)!
* Social Justice - doing what is viewed right for society (Old Methodists)!
* Renewalists - personal experience (Pentecostals)!
* Conservatives - sola scriptura (Evangelicals)!!

* As each embraced part of what was good, each also forsook something that was 
desired.!!
SLIDE #13 - Fraternize!!
Over time, while some stayed within their desired distinct groups, people started to move 
away from the “corners” to gather over a convergence of values, represented by the lines 
between groups. !!
For instance, some liturgicals wanted to share in the social justice movement, while 
others wanted to have a greater personal experience of God (moving toward 
renewalists). And the same happened with each of the other groups. The descriptive verb 
chosen for this period is “fraternize” - because of limited interaction between groups.!!
These “lines of convergence” have been given new names that help to explain the 
emerging value:!!
* Orthodoxy – Right Doctrine!
* Orthopraxy – Right Practice!
* Orthonomy – Right Beauty (Aesthetic Rightness)!
* Theonomy – God’s Law (only)!



SLIDE #14 - Fellowship!!
The most current picture from Tickle’s work I refer to as fellowship. Though few churches 
have organized themselves as a “full circle,” there is a distinct gathering around the 
middle section, with many churches desiring to be represented in more than one or two 
boxes. New churches no longer value isolation in the corners.!!
Remember, these are emerging trends. While newly formed churches organize 
themselves quite differently, the majority of churches might still be in the Flight or 
Fraternize stages.!!
EXPLAIN WHY THIS IS IMPORTANT!!
* The emergent church, regardless of your view today, has a good chance of righting 

itself over time, as a greater emergence follows.!
* We, as evangelical organizations, are a part of the past emergent church, and will 

hopefully continue to be relevant for the future.!
* The Church (as a whole) needs to continue to adapt in ways to “reach” and “equip”!
* Remember - emergence comes as a response to greater society (the lost) - so we 

should never forget them in the process. It isn’t about becoming more efficient, but 
more effective.!!

* At this point, I should make it clear that I am NOT supporting any individual emergent/
emerging church movement - I’m only trying to place it in context of what has historically 
happened, and what is happening now.!

* And you should remember that GBC is a form of an emergent church - at least in the 
sense that it has broken from denominationalism to an earlier model: The 
“REVERGENT” Church.!!!!!!!!!!



SLIDE #15 - Welcome to the Matrix (Yellow)!!
EXPLAIN THE 2 AXIS!!
The 2x2 matrix is the basis for developing alternative futures. It is important to 
remember:!
* Each future has a good chance of materializing!
* Portions of each future (with varying dominance) can happen simultaneously!
* These futures are limited snapshot of only two axes of uncertainty - the more axes a 

person works through, a clearer picture of possible futures is illustrated.!
* Because narrative is strong tool to help us think, they are written as if they represent 

the truth in 2030!!
PLEASE don’t associate these categories with individuals in the church - they are broad 
strokes to help define large church populations.!

Narrative #1 - Perpetual Parishioners!
In 2030, church will be a place of sentimental seniors and dogmatic do-gooders, 

either re-living what was once familiar to them in practice, or just a place to connect with 
others from their generation. In one sense, they are easy to serve. They don’t need an 
internet connection to worship, and the paper bound hymnals still contain the right 
songs. !

The sermons, to them, seem like repeats, mostly because they are not there 
primarily to learn, but rather to experience something that has already past. Their goal is 
not spiritual maturity, but Christian reflection. Attempts to change the setting are often 
met with resistance and rhetoric that includes the latest political agenda on one side or 
the other. Any money is given out of a philanthropic worldview or a sense of duty - often 
with expectations attached. They already believe their country is headed downhill - and 
they deem themselves faithful for having the courage to ride their religion all the way to 
the bottom.!

Narrative #2 - Animated Attenders!
In 2030, traditional church is a place of hope, encouragement and learning. People 

are engaging in all sorts of activities - whenever the doors are open. When the pastor 
speaks, the audience hangs on every word, takes copious notes, and they can repeat 
the three-point outline by heart.!

But at a closer look, all this knowledge isn’t always translating into faith-filled growth. 
People are more educated, but leave feeling they could never know enough to teach 
like “the professionals.” They want to grow, but without “doing the work of the 
evangelist” the good news of the gospel seems to stay within the confines of the 
church’s building. And with technology providing the message within wi-fi’s reach, it 
doesn’t seem so necessary to risk the rejection or malign the message. “We better just 
leave that up to the seminary grads and podcast providers.” Besides, it’s hard making 
friends with neighbors when there are so many books to read, Bible studies to attend, 
and committees on which to serve.



Narrative #3 - Unaffiliated Abstainers!
In the year 2030, churches are like bomb shelters - they tell a partial story of the 

nation’s history, but most have been converted to some other more eclectic use. 
Denominations have all but died a painful death, the bitter fights brought further scarring 
to those already jaded by empty religion.!

Those traditional churches that remain lack a relevant outreach to youth, or deal with 
those that have been disenfranchised by their own cultures. Budgets have been slashed, 
and with it pastors and programs. Religion is not only seen as outdated, but the cause for 
many of the social ills of the day.!

Yet committed Christians shed the identity of organized religion and begin meeting 
with people on their own comfortable territory. Pubs, clubs, hobbies are the new pews, 
and congregations range from one to five people. Amidst all the skepticism, there is a 
fresh wind and an empowered people talking about a relationship instead of a religion.!!
Narrative #4 - Self-Determining Seekers!

In the year 2030, church growth statistics show a large decline, but it is hard to 
account for what is happening among the 18-39 year olds. Involvement is at an all-time 
high, but rarely in the traditional organizations that once led the Christian faith. Loose 
networks of boutique organizations share participants, overlap visions, and have far fewer 
regulations for involvement. Christians have learned not to leave the world as they 
struggle not to love it - and they develop meaningful relationships with the people around 
them. It is a generation that really knows its “neighbors” - though often only virtually.!

Independent churches with young staff continue to thrive, but only on the condition 
that they serve the whims of their attendees. Traditional churches struggle as they hold to 
their own ideas of success - often tied to vision and mission statements that ring with 
“taking ground” to plant other “colonial representatives.” But in reality, Church, Inc. has 
already died.!!!
QUESTION: What do you think? Do any/all of these futures seem plausible? Do any of 
them seem unlikely? Can you see the “seeds” of these futures in the church community 
today?!!
EXERCISE: Take out a pen, and draw a circle that represents the audience we as a 
church best serves. (I’m not asking you to define our church, but to say what who 
we are good at serving.)!
 
It is okay to cross the lines….!!
SLIDE #16 - Current Reality - Guff’s Best Guess



SLIDE #17 - Actual Trend Data and Our Needed Shift!!
Research shows:!!
1. Those looking at church as a relevant source of solution to the problems they face is 

quickly shrinking!
2. Those who were raised in traditional churches (even evangelical churches) are not 

continuing their practice in or after their college experience!
3. Those who maintain spiritual interest are disassociating themselves with entrenched 

traditional churches, opting for personalized experiences!
4. The largest growing category are those that categorize themselves as unaffiliated 

(regardless of whether they believe in God)!!!!
SLIDE #18 - Guff Quote!!
IF WE (THE EVANGELICAL CHURCH AT LARGE, AND AS GRACE BIBLE CHURCH) 
CANNOT LEARN HOW AND BE WILLING TO TAP INTO THESE GROWING GROUPS, 
WE WILL LOSE OUR EFFECTIVE WITNESS WITHIN A GENERATION OR TWO…!!!
SLIDE #19 - Two Major Problems!!
Though there may be many others…!!
* “Attractional” Outreach!!
* Deficient Disciplemaking



!
SLIDE #20 - Problem One - Attractional Outreach!!
QUESTIONS: What do you think I mean by “Attractional Outreach?”!!
* Sunday morning service as the primary outreach in the mind of the church AS WELL AS 
the people attending!!
—First thought of ministering to neighbor or co-worker is to bring them to church!!
* People choose churches based on preferences (teaching, music, programs, people), so 
the church attempts to match preferences to grow attendance!!
** This has been a successful model as long as people view the church as relevant - 
having something to offer them!!!!
SLIDE #21 - SLIDE #34!!
READ THROUGH SLIDE CONTENT!



!!
SLIDE #35 - Key Conversation!
 
Multi-Generation Ministry!
Seeing the need to reintegrate strategies that will help to increase involvement of all 
generations (together, not separated by age) in the strategies of the church to reach the 
community.!

De-Professionalization!
Having the general congregational participants understand “ministry” as something that is 
not only their responsibility, but within their capability. This means reorienting value 
around what can be done by the members instead of around what is being done by the 
pastoral staff.!

Accessibility of Leaders!
Having approachable leaders that are seen doing the type of ministry that can be 
replicated by the average congregant, not a seminary educated Bible scholar.!

Linking Teaching to Real Life Needs!
Helping congregations to see the stewardship of their lives, just as God has made them, 
to influence the lives of those around them - using their current occupations and skills. 
Not only growth in Biblical knowledge, but learning an integrated life and helping them to 
see that the Great Commission is for every Christian.!

Building Relationships Outside the Church!
Teaching about and giving opportunities for building meaningful relationships with those 
outside the church’s involvement through meeting real needs and/or engaging in 
stimulating conversations.!!!!
SLIDE #36 - Questions and Comments!!!!!!!!


